
Join super star Seymour in his

Hollyrvood debut. Meet frightening
Frankenstein, evil Ding the Merciless,
bash the big King Bong, and find Rick
Bracy's true love.

Seymou/s Big Break

Seymour has got his first big break he is
to stâr in the latest block busdnS movie.
He turns up to work on the first day to
find the studio in Dandemonium! The
stupid director Dirk Findelmeyer ll has

left for a holiday in Miami leaving all the
scripts locked away in the safe. Seymour
thinks there is something decidedly
sinister going on when he discovers
Tarzan with a speech impediment, a

body in the study, and the lifu dont
work either!!
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Help Seymour get his movie to the box
office. The film has been saboaged... the
scripts have been locked away in a safe,
Tarzan cant speak a word of english and
the securiq/ guard wont let you in.

Move Seymour around the various parts
of the map by walking left and right and
jumping. Collect the obiects end solve
the puzles. A puzzle is solved by
standing next to it ând using or giving â

correct obiect.

Hints and Tips

* Avoid jumping into fans.
* Pippa the secretary can help you.
+ Try opening all the doors.
* Draw a map of the Studio to stop

yourself getting lost.



HELP LINES
NEW RELEASE INFO LINE O89I S55 OOO

Odb Fr \Ètt b b€l€ rd€âs€d dË nûtdr)
lf you can't tet any further in âny of tlese games and

would like us to dve hints & tips on how to solve âll
the puzzles iust phone the numbers below. Please
don't phone unless you are really stuck ând make
sure you 8et permission from the person who pays
the phonê billfirst!

SPECIRUH, ATSTRAD. C6,I
DIZZY
TREASURE ISTAND DIZZY
FANTASY WORLD DIZZY
LITTLE PUFF
ROCKSTAR
MAGICTAND DIZZY
SLIGHTLY MAGIC
sEYlroLn @€s To Ho[wvooD
SPIKE IN TMNSYLVANIA
AÎARI 31 AND AXIGA
TREASURE ISI-AND DIZZ\
LFTLE ruFF
ROCKSTAR
FANTASY WORLD DIZZY
SR},IOIJR GO€S TO FIOIYWOOD
SPIKE IN TMNSYLVANIA

089t 555 093
0€9r 555 091
0891 555 078
089 | 555 09.t
0891 555 090
089t 555 096
089t 555 050
089t 555 0r0
089 | 555 051

o89r 555 092
0891 555 095
@9r 555 090
0891 555 078
089r 555 0t0
089 | 555 051

Call coss 36D Der minute durin! ofi -D€ak lime ând
.t8p per minûte at all oche-r ti;es. (cREAT
BRITAIN ONLYI
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